In the model of a gapped graphene, we have shown how the recently predicted topological resonances are solely related to the presence of an energy band gap at the K and K points of the Brillouin zone. In the field of a strong single-oscillation chiral (circularly-polarized) optical pulse, the topological resonance causes the valley-selective population of the conduction band. This population distribution represents a chiral texture in the reciprocal space that is structured with respect to the pulse separatrix as has earlier been predicted for transition metal dichalcogenides. As the band gap is switched off, this chirality gradually disappears replaced by a achiral distribution characteristic of graphene.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two dimensional (2D) materials with hexagonal symmetry 1 -graphene, silicene, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC's), hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), etc. -possess nontrivial topological properties in the reciprocal space 2 . We aim at study of nonlinear behavior of such materials in strong ultrafast (one or a few optical oscillations) laser pulse fields. This behavior was predicted to be fundamentally different for graphene and TMDC's [3] [4] [5] [6] . In graphene, linearly-polarized pulses cause appearance of interference fringes in the reciprocal space, which are due to transitions in the vicinity of the K (or, K ) point that occur twice per cycle; the corresponding transition amplitudes interfere causing the fringes 3 . For a circular polarized pulses, there is no effect of pulse handedness for a single optical oscillation. For two or more optical oscillations there is weak preferential population of one of the K or K valley and and characteristic forks of the electron interferogram indicating effect of the Berry phase. The electron distribution for both linear and circular-polarized pulses are asymmetric, which causes currents that have recently been observed experimentally 7 . In a contrast, for TMDC's there is a strong preferential population of the valley that corresponds by its chirality to the handedness of the circularly polarized excitation pulse (called the valley polarization). There is also texturing of the reciprocal space with respect to the separatrix [see below Eq. (9) for definition]. Namely, the preferentially populated valley is populated outside of the separatrix while the low-population valley is populated inside the separatrix. These phenomena, which we called the topological resonance 6 , are due to the interference of the topological (Berry) phase and the dynamic phase of the polarization oscillation.
In this article, we explore a model of gapped graphene 8 where the center symmetry is removed by introducing sublattice-specific oncite energies ±∆ -see below Eq. (3); this opens up a band gap of 2∆ at the K and K points. We show that, as the band gap increases, the distribution of the carriers in the reciprocal space gradually changes from that characteristic of graphene with a low valley polarization to a dramatically different texture characteristic of TMDC's with a high valley polarization. Note that experimentally the band gap in graphene can be open, in particular, by growing it on a SiC substrate 9, 10 . Graphene, a two dimensional (2D) layer of carbon atoms with a honeycomb symmetry, possesses unique physical properties: gapless Dirac-fermion spectrum at the K and K points, nonzero Berry curvature concentrated at these Dirac points corresponding to the ±π Berry phase, tunable carrier density and plasmonic properties, unusual magnetic properties including the quantum Hall effect at room temperatures, etc. 1, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . To elucidate high-field ultrafast behavior of graphene, we have theoretically studied its behavior for linearpolarized and chiral (circularly-polarized) few-oscillation optical pulses, which cause population transfer from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB). We found that linearly-polarized pulses caused appearance of interference fringes in the CB population to the quantum interference of two passages of electrons by the Dirac points where VB→CB transitions occurred 3 . This quantum interference also caused field-induced currents and total charge transfer per pulse (optical rectification) predicted in Ref. 3 . However, as expected, the linear pulse was "blind" to the valley chirality: the CB population distribution in the K and K valleys were exactly the same as protected by the time reversal (T ) symmetry.
The chiral single-oscillation optical pulses also did not produce any significant valley-specific CB population or interference fringes, which was explained by the fact that an electron experiences only a single passage in the vicinity of a Dirac point. For a pulse with a few (two or more) optical oscillations, the quantum pathways of the passages by a Dirac point for different optical cycles would interfere causing the appearance of pronounced chiral interference patterns 5 . These were different for the K and K valleys depending on whether the pulse chirality is the same or opposite to that of the corresponding valley. These chiral structures contained characteristic "forks" revealing vortices of the Berry connection. The resulting electron distributions in the reciprocal space were asymmetric, which obviously would lead to electron cur-rents. Experimentally, such electric currents in graphene induced by both linearly-and circularly-polarized optical pulses were observed in Ref. 7 .
We have also studied another class of hexagonalsymmetry 2D systems -transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC's) such as MoS 2 and WS 2 6 . In a dramatic contrast to graphene, the TMDC's showed very strong valley selectivity (preference to valley chirality) even for a single-oscillation circularly-polarized optical pulse where the valley polarization was 80%. There are two differences with respect to graphene: (i) the TMDC's have a band gap (these TMDC's are direct band-gap semiconductors) and (ii) The TMDC's have a significant spin-orbit interaction splitting both the CB's and the VB's. We have shown that the TMDC's in the circularlypolarized pulse field exhibit a new type of resonance -the topological resonance -where the reciprocal space is textured with respect to a topologically-defined curve called separatrix. For a given pulse chirality, one valley has a high CB population outside the separatrix while the other valley has a low CB population inside the separatrix. Such a structuring is completely absent in graphene.
In this article, we employ a model of gapped graphene 8 where the band gap can be opened and continuously tuned controlled by an on-site energy ∆ parameter. This material is subjected to a strong-field single-oscillation optical pulse. We aim to investigate the transition from an almost achiral strong-field population of the graphene CB with no signs of the topological resonances and a low valley polarization to a highly-chiral and valley-selective population of the CB's in the TMDC's, which does exhibit a pronounced topological resonance and a high valley polarization. The gapped graphene is described by a two-band model for direct band gap 2D semiconductors with the K and the K valleys mimicking the bilayer graphene, h-BN, or TMDC's. We use a two band tight-binding Hamiltonian of graphene where we additionally introduce an adjustable gap through different on-site energies, ∆ and −∆, for the two sublattices, A and B. This difference of the on-site energies causes the breakdown of the inversion symmetry and opens up the band gaps of 2∆ at the K and the K points whose equality is protected by the T -inversion symmetry.
II. MODEL AND MAIN EQUATIONS
The electron-collision relaxation times in graphene and 2D materials are on the order or significantly longer than 10 fs. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Therefore, for an ultrashort optical pulse with the duration of less than 10 fs, we assume that the electron dynamics in the field of the pulse is coherent and the electron collision effects are negligible. With the described assumption, the electron dynamics is described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE), which has the following form
with Hamiltonian
where F(t) is the pulse's electric field, e is electron charge, and H 0 is the nearest neighbor tight binding Hamiltonian for gapped graphene,
2∆ is the aforementioned finite gap between the CB and the VB, γ = −3.03 is hopping integral, and
where a = 2.46Å is lattice constant. The energies of CB and VB can be found from the above Hamiltonian, H 0 , as the following expressions
where c and v stand for the CB and VB, respectively. This energy dispersion is shown in Fig. 1 
(c).
Below we assume that the VB is fully occupied and the CB is empty. We will be applying intense fields with amplitude F 0 0.1 V/Å. At such intensities, the number of photons, N p , per pulse within the minimum coherence area of ∼ λ 2 , where λ ∼ 1 µm is wavelength,
where c is speed of light; we assume realistic parameters: τ p ∼ 3 fs is the pulse duration, and ω ∼ 1 eV is the mean photon energy. With such a large photon number involved, it is legitimate to describe F(t) as a classical electric field keeping the quantum-mechanical description for the solid. This is a usual semi-classical approach in highfield optics -see, e.g., Refs. 26-28. Note that quantized optical fields are used for much lower intensities 29, 30 . Such a full quantum mechanical approach is not needed for the fields of the amplitude we consider. We solve the Schrödinger equation in the truncated basis of Houston functions (10) numerically without further approximations. Our pulse is just a single optical oscillation; therefore field F(t) is not periodic, and its effect cannot be described as band gap modification as in Refs. 29 and 31. However, the dynamic Stark effect and other fielddressing effects during the pulse are indeed fully taken into account by our solution.
In solids, the applied electric field generates both the intraband and interband electron dynamics. The intraband dynamics is determined by the Bloch acceleration theorem 32 for time evolution of the crystal momentum, k,
From this, for an electron with an initial crystal momentum q, time-dependent crystal momentum k(q, t) is expressed as
Related to Bloch trajectories (8), we also define the separatrix as a set of initial points q for which electron trajectories pass precisely through the corresponding K or K points 5 . Its parametric equation is
where t ∈ (−∞, ∞) is a parameter. The corresponding wave functions, which are solutions of Schrödinger equation (1) within a single band α, i.e., without interband coupling, are the well-known Houston functions 33 ,
where α = v, c for the VB and CB, correspondingly, and Ψ (α) k are Bloch-band eigenfunctions in the absence of the pulse field, and E α (k) are the corresponding eigenenergies.
The interband electron dynamics is determined by the solution of the TDSE (1). Such a solution can be expanded in the basis of the Houston functions Φ (H) αq (r, t),
where β αq (t) are expansion coefficients.
Let us introduce the following quantities
Here Ψ cv (q, t) is the dynamic phase; the trajectory in the reciprocal space, k(q, t), is given by the Bloch theorem (8) . Note that the interband dipole matrix element, which determines optical transitions between the VB and the CB at crystal momentum q, is D cv (q) = eA cv (q). The non-Abelian Berry connection matrix elements can be found analytically as
where
In these terms, we introduce Schrödinger equation in the interaction representation in the adiabatic basis of the Houston functions as
where wave function (vector of state) B q (t) and Hamiltonian H (q, t) are defined as
Schrödinger equation (18) defines a solution for dynamics of the system, whose accuracy is limited by the size of the basis set (i.e., truncation of the Hilbert space of the crystal). In particular, it contains such phenomenon as band gap opening in the field of a circularly-polarized pulse. A formal general solution of this equation can be presented in terms of the evolution operator,Ŝ(q, t), as
whereT is the well-known time-ordering operator 36 , and the integral is affected along the Bloch trajectory [Eq.
The total charge current, J(t) = {J x (t), J y (t)}, generated during the pulse is the summation of the interband and intraband currents, and it is determined by the following expression
where j = x, y, a =2.46Å is lattice constant, and V α1α2 j (k) are matrix elements of the velocity operator,
For the known eigenstates, the intraband velocities are calculated as following
The interband velocities can be expressed in terms of the non-Abelian Berry connection matrix elements as the following
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Circularly polarized pulse
Consider the ultrafast valley polarization induced by a circularly polarized pulse in the gapped graphene. We apply an ultrafast circularly-polarized optical pulse F=(F x , F y ), which is parametrized as the following
Here, ± determines the handedness: the upper sign is for the right-handed circular polarization, and the lower is for the left-handed circular polarization, which is Treversed with respect to the first one; F 0 is the amplitude of the optical oscillation, and u = t/τ , where τ is a characteristic half duration of the optical oscillation (in calculations, we choose τ = 1 fs). The x and y components of F(t) [Eqs. (29) and (30)] for the right-handed circularly polarized pulse are displayed in Fig. 2 . By using the theory described above in Sec. II, we solve TDSE (18) numerically with the initial condition (β cq , β vq ) = (0, 1). For an electron, which is initially in the VB, the applied optical field causes transitions into the CB and results in a finite CB population.
For an applied single cycle of a right-handed circularlypolarized pulse with the amplitude of 0.5 VÅ −1 , the CB population after the pulse ends, known as residual CB population, N (res) CB (q) = |β cq (t = ∞)| 2 , is shown in Figs  3(a)-3(d) for different values of the band gap. In the case of graphene, when the band gap is zero [ Fig. 3(a) ], the optical pulse populates the CB along the corresponding separatrix but does not produce any appreciable interference fringes or hot spots.
For the case of graphene (the band gap is zero), the distributions of the residual CB population in the K and K valleys in Fig. 3(a) are very close to each other. However, there are some small differences, especially visible inside the separatrix, which are mirror images of each other due to the reflection (P y ) symmetry of the lattice.
In the reciprocal space near the K valley, with an increase of the band gap, the area inside the separatrix get less populated in comparison to the area outside of separatrix [ Figs. 3(b)-(d) ]. The opposite happens for the K valley where the majority of the population is inside of separatrix. For the T -reversed (left handed) pulse, the distributions shown in Fig. 4 are T reversed (or, centerreflected) images of the distributions in Fig. 3 ; in particular, the K and K valleys are exchanged places.
As we can see from comparison of the cases of a different band gap [different panels in Figs. 3(a)-(d) or in Figs.  4(a)-(d) ], we conclude that with an increase of the band gap, the K and K valleys become increasingly populated differently (valley polarization); simultaneously asymmetry of the population with respect to the separatrix appears: the major (dominating) population occurs outside of the separatrix while the minor population is inside.
Note that the separatrix is a topological object: it divides the reciprocal space into two distinct regions: any pulse-field-induced electron Bloch trajectory, which originates inside the separatrix, encircles the K (or, K ) point that is the center of the topological (Berry) curvature. To the opposite, a Bloch trajectory, which originates from the outside of the separatrix, does not encircle the K (or, K ) point. This difference causes an effect of the topological resonance 6 , which we briefly explain below. The fundamental evolution operator (23) can be rewritten in the form
where a longitudinal component of the nonAbelian Berry connection is defined asÂ (q, t) = A(q, t)F(t)/F (t), and dk(t) = e F (t)dt. Explicitly, matrixÂ (q, t) has the form
and the total phase, φ
cv , is a sum of the dynamic and topological phases,
Here, the topological phase is defined as φ (T) cv (q, t) = arg A (q, t) . This phase is the nontrival phase that the interband coupling amplitude acquires as a function of time. For two classes of trajectories, which correspond to points q outside and inside of the separatrix, the topological phase behaves completely differently. This phase is displayed in Fig. 5 for point q outside (a) and inside (b) of the separatrix. The results are shown for K -valley. For the K-valley the corresponding phases have opposite signs. As we see, if point q is outside of the separatrix, the topological phase deceases with time near the K point (t ≈ 0) with the total change of ≈ −2π. This total change is almost independent on the band gap, 2∆. If point q is inside of the separatrix, the topological phase as a function of time increases near the K point with the magnitude of the local increase that strongly depends on the band gap. For zero band gap the topological phase remains constant, while with increasing of the band gap the magnitude of the local change of the topological phase near the K point monotonically increases. Thus the topological phase for gapped graphene
As we see from Eq. (33), the interband electron dynamics is determined by the total phase φ (tot) cv , which is a sum of the dynamic and topological phases. While the dynamic phase monotonically increases with time irrespective of the position of point q (inside or outside of the separatrix), the dependence of the topological phase on time is different for points q inside and outside of the separatrix. As a result the interference of the dynamic and topological phases results in either a significant change of the total phase along the Bloch trajectory, which leads to small CB population, or mutual cancellation of the dynamic and topological phases, which results in coherent accumulation of the CB excitation amplitude and enhancement of CB population. This is a topological resonance effect. For the right handed polarized pulse and for K valley, see Fig. 4 , the topological resonance occurs for q points outside of the separatrix, while for K valley the topological resonance occurs for q point outside of the separatrix. WIth increasing the band gap the topological resonance becomes more pronounced. Note that the conventional resonance can also be described as cancellation between the dynamic phase 2∆t/ (where 2∆ is excitation energy) and the field phase −ωt, which occurs for ω ≈ 2∆/ .
For a case of left-handed pulse illustrated in Fig. 5 , the topological resonance occurs for crystal momentum q inside the separatrix for the K-point and outside of the separatrix for the K -point.
B. Linearly polarized pulse
A unique feature of circularly polarized pulse is that an electron trajectory passes through a given point in the reciprocal space only once. As a result the topological resonance becomes well pronounced, which manifests itself in large valley polarization and clear asymmetry between electron residual CB populations inside and outside of the separatrix. For linearly polarized pulse an electron passes through each given point in the reciprocal space twice. In this case manifestation of the topological resonance in the residual CB population is suppressed, while the features of the topological resonance are visible during the pulse in both CB population and generated electric current.
Here we consider interaction of a linearly polarized pulse with gapped graphene. The pulse is polarized along x axis and has the following profile
where F 0 is the amplitude of the pulse, u = t/τ , and τ = 1 fs. Similar to a circularly polarized pulse, we assume that initially the valence band is occupied and the conduction band is empty.
The residual CB population distribution in the reciprocal space is shown in Fig. 7 for different values of the band gap. The hot spots are clearly visible in the population distribution. They are due to double passages by electrons of the region near the K (K ) point during the pulse, which finally results in the corresponding interference pattern. Such hot spots were discussed in Ref.
, where interaction of a linear optical pulse with graphene has been studied. For gapped graphene, the interference pattern becomes smeared, see Fig. 7 , which is due to broadening of the interband dipole matrix element (nonAbelian Berry connection) for large band gaps. For gappless graphene, the CB population distribution is symmetric with respect to both x and y-axes, see Fig.  7 (a). For gapped graphene, the CB population distribution is centrosymmetric only without any axial symmetries. This is a manifestation of topological resonance for linearly polarized pulse. In this case, the population distribution is also chiral. Such chirality results in non-zero residual valley current in y direction, while the y component of the charge current vanishes after the pulse.
The topological resonance is more clearly visible in the time evolution of the CB population distribution, which is shown in Fig. 8 for gapped graphene with the band gap of 1.6 eV that is similar to the band gap of MoS 2 monolayer. The amplitude of the pulse is 1 V/Å. At t = −0.7 fs, we see clear difference between CB populations near K and K points. This difference is due to topological resonance. Indeed, at t < −0.7 fs, electrons are moving to the right in the reciprocal space along k x axis and passing through the K or K point only once. Then the condition of the topological resonance is satisfied for q points above the K point and for q points below the K point. At t = 0, electrons
The distribution of the CB population during the pulse is shown in Fig. 8 for gapped graphene with bandgap 1.6 eV (similar to MoS 2 monolayer). The amplitude of the applied pulse is 1 VÅ −1 . Here this distribution is not symmetric respect to x axis which is dramatically different from the case of graphene. Initially, for t ≤ −0.7 fs, the applied field is negative so the electrons are accelerated to the right. As shown in Fig. 8 (a) the left sides of valleys are populated sine the electrons located in this side cross the valley and due to the maximum of interband berry connection located at valleys the electrons are excited from Valence band to the conduction band. For −0.7 fs < t ≤ 0.7 fs, the field is positive which accelerate the electrons to the left and it creates interference fringes on the left side of valleys see Fig. 8 (b) and populates the right side of the valleys see Fig. 8 (c) . For 0.7 fs < t ≤ 3 fs, the field is negative which accelerates the electrons to the right and it creates interference fringes on the right side of valleys see Fig. 8 (d) .
The applied linear polarized pulse generates a charge current in the direction of the pulse, for this case in the x-direction, we calculate the current using Eq. 24 and it is shown in Fig. 9 . This current is generated due to the redistribution of electrons in CB and VB in the presence of the applied pulse. By increasing the bandgap the current decreases which can be understood by considering the total residual CB population where it decreases by increasing the bandgap see Fig. 7 A striking finding here is that a photovoltaic Hall current is generated by the applied linear pulse in gapped graphene (see Fig. 10)(a) . By changing on-site energies to create a bandgap, one sublattice, A, gets higher onsite energy respect to the other sublattice, B, so electrons move from the sublattice with higher energy to the sublattice with lower energy see Fig. 10 (b) . This Hall current is an addition to the longitudinal current generated in the direction of the applied pulse (see Fig. 9 ). Applying the pulse in opposite direction does not change the direction of the Hall current (J y ) which is determined by the on-site energies of sublattices A and B. By increasing the bandgap modified by the on-site energies, the amplitude of the Hall current increases shown in from Fig.  10(a) . This unbalanced current causes the net transferred charge which can be measured experimentally.
In addition to the charge current and the Hall current, each valley generates a valley current shown in Fig.11 . Total valley current, J (T ) , characterized by the following expression (36) where α shows the direction of the current.
IV. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated that a fundamentally fastest valley polarization could be induced in gapped graphene by a single oscillation circularly polarized pulse. This effect is similar to TMDC where the circular pulse populates one valley significantly respect to the other depending on the polarization of the pulse. We also showed the effect of bandgap on the valley polarization. The existence of the bandgap is necessary to have a valley polarization since it causes a gradual accumulation of the topological phase along the Bloch k−space electron trajectory, which is necessary to compensate the gradually accumulating dynamic phase.
Also, we predicted that the distribution of the CB population in the reciprocal space induced by the applied linear pulse is chiral. This electron distribution can be observed by time resolve angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (tr-ARPES). The linear pulse generates a longitudinal current in the direction of the field and a photovoltaic Hall current normal to the field in gapped graphene. This Hall current is generated in the absence of a magnetic field by a linearly polarized pulse. While applying pulse in the opposite direction changes the direction of the longitudinal current it does not change the direction of the Hall current which is only affected by the on-site energies of different sublattices. Additionally, the unbalanced profiles of currents generate transferred charges in the direction of the applied field and the direction normal to the applied field. In addition to the charge current, there is a nonzero net valley current which can be measured experimentally.
The predicted ultrafast valley polarization has the potential to be used in ultrafast quantum memory devices for quantum information processing.
